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Highlights
 
50 displaced families arrived in the Summer and 
Daghra sub districts of Qadissiyah governorate 
from Ninewa and Salahaddin, where they face 
harsh conditions living in unfinished buildings and 
mosques, while some are hosted by non-relative 
host community residents. Their movement to 
Summer and Daghra was reported to be very 
dangerous, partly due to numerous checkpoints.
 
Local authorities have been overburdened with the 
IDP crisis and have limited capacity to deal with 
the influx. They have set criteria for IDPs to enter 
the governorate, denying access to any persons 
without identification documents or to those who 
do not have relatives, friends or a sponsor from 
within the governorate.
 
IOM Rapid Assessment and Response Team (RART) 
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in Dohuk distributed and assembled 75 
dome tents for displaced Yazidi families 
in Lalish, Dohuk.

Najaf is experiencing a continued influx 
of IDPs primarily from the Ninewa area. 
Most are living in mosques. Some of 
the displaced families lack identification 
documents to register with MoMD, as 
they had to evacuate quickly.
 
In Baghdad, more IDPs are arriving from 
the north. RART noted the arrival of 360 
IDP families from Ninewa. Most of the 
displaced are living in rented houses, with 
relatives and in schools and mosques.

Ministry of Displacement and 
Migration (MoDM) 
Cash Grants:
In Babylon, the Ministry of Displacement 
and Migration (MoDM) continues to 
distribute cash grants, registering these 
new families as IDPs in order to provide 
them with NFIs and additional financial 
assistance. So far, MoDM has distributed 
one million Iraqi Dinar grants to 450 
families.  
 
In Kerbala, MoDM continues to 
distribute cash grants. On 20 August, the 
government distributed cash grants of 
one million Iraqi Dinar to 200 IDPs. RART 
conducted several field visits in the Al-
Hur sub district to assess the conditions 
of the many recent arrivals.
 

According to Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM) data collected by IOM Rap-

id Assessment and Response Team (RART) personnel…(then start with figures) 

January to 7th August – 176,150 families (1,056,900 individuals) – this figure is 

inclusive of the below breakdown of June to 7th Aug
DISPLACEMENT

176,150 families
OR

1,056,900 individuals

OVERALL
According to Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM) data 
collected by IOM Rapid Assessment and Response 
Team (RART) personnel:

have been displaced throughout Iraq from January 2014 to 7 
August 2014:
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On August 3 2014, the Islamic State (IS) occupied the city of Sinjar following armed clashes between IS 
and Kurdistan Peshmerga, resulting in hundreds of thousands of internally displaced persons (IDPs) fleeing 
the Sinjar district and the Ninewa plain to the Dohuk governorate in Kurdistan. While figures are constantly 
changing, UN reports estimate that in the week of August 4 - 11 alone, approximately 200,000 people were 
displaced as a result of armed conflict and insecurity.
 

The humanitarian crisis remains dire and the situation highly fluid. IOM is responding to life-threatening 
needs in this rapidly shifting environment in partnership with UN partners, external stakeholders, and local 
Kurdish authorities. IOM is also monitoring movements on the ground via our Displacement Tracking Matrix 
(DTM), available online at http://iomiraq.net/dtm-page.
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*One Iraqi family is roughly equal to 6 individuals

250
250

Kirkuk CenterKirkuk
daily total 

Family* Non-Food Items (NFI) kits

Kirkuk CenterKirkuk
daily total

40
40
 

Women’s Dignity Kits (WDK) on behalf of UNFPA

IOM is responding to life-threatening needs in a rapidly changing environment, in addition to monitoring movements on the ground.

DAILY
On 20 August, 2014, IOM distributed:

OVERALL: Since January 2014 until 20 
August 2014, IOM has distributed:

22,657
NFI kits

1,900
UNFPA WDKs

16,685
WFP food parcels

1,513
UNICEF hygiene kits

TRANSPORT

17,060 IDPs
From the Feshkabour 
border to various 
locations within Dohuk in coordination with the 
Development and Modification Center and the 
Kurdistan Region Border Security Management

IOM quickly responds to transport needs as 
they arise.

OVERALL: From 4 - 19 August, 2014, IOM 
has safely transported:

Gaps/Challenges
 
As the security situation worsens, families 
urgently need NFIs, FIs, shelter, water, healthcare, 
sanitation, protection from violence and financial 
assistance.

The majority of the IDPs in Dokuk are Yazidi 
from Sinjar, with small numbers from Mosul,  
living in difficult conditions in schools and other 
structures. Many are in dire need of food, NFIs 
and shelter, especially in the Zakho district. Very 
few are processed by authorities. 


